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2014 Webinar Schedule 
Hi-Line offers the following monthly one-hour and thirty minute webinars for 2014. Each webinar consists of one 
hour of instruction and a thirty minute question and answer session. Most presentations will be in Power Point 
format with presentation handouts, although more extensive materials may be available for some of the sessions.  

January 7 Introduction to the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) 
The purpose and organization of the NESC are presented. It is difficult and often confusing to read and understand the NESC rules. 
Methods are presented to allow new and seasoned users of the NESC to have a clearer understanding of the rules and tables. 
 

February 11 Understanding NESC Grounding Requirements 
The NESC provides methods and requirements for grounding distribution systems.  Proper grounding is an important  
component of safety for line workers and the public. This webinar addresses these safety goals and describes approved methods 
for effectively grounding the system neutral and other non-current carrying equipment. Different types of grounding electrodes  
are covered which provide options for achieving a well-grounded system. The rules for grounding guys and insulating guys are 
also addressed including secondary guys and span guys.   Equipment to be grounded is covered along with common methods 
used by utilities. 
 

March 11 NESC Clearances over Roads 
How low is too low for a power line? The clearances required over roads, driveways, railroads, fields, and water are contained in NESC 
Table 232-1 which has 25 footnotes. This presentation provides detailed information on clearance requirements including clearances for 
service drops to homes and meter poles. This webinar is designed for line personnel, staking technicians, and engineers. 
 

April 8 NESC Clearances from Buildings 
Many accidental contacts occur near buildings.  This webinar addresses the clearances required by NESC Table 234-1 when passing 
by a building, but not attached to the building. This presentation provides a working understanding of the clearances required over or 
beside buildings and other structures. This webinar is designed for line personnel, staking technicians, and engineers.  

May 13 NESC Clearances from Grain Bins and Pools 
Clearance to grain bins and swimming pools is often misunderstood. Grain bin clearances were added to the Code in 1990 which can 
cause problems when rebuilding lines near grain bins. It is important that engineers, staking technicians and linemen understand 
these rules. This webinar provides a step by step discussion of the requirements for clearances in these unique situations. 
 

June 10 NESC Clearances on Structures 
The NESC provides clearances on structures between wires, equipment and other structures.  These clearances can be 
maintained by strict adherence to construction standards. However, deviations are often necessary. This webinar provides the 
tools to understand the required clearances. These clearances include climbing and working space as well as electrical separation 
of energized lines. 
 

July 10 NESC Clearances for Joint Use with Communication 
Joint Use clearance violations are one of the most common NESC violations. Sometimes the violations are due to communication 
companies, and sometimes they are due to the electric utilities. This webinar reviews joint use clearances between communication 
facilities and electric utility facilities. An easy to use summary diagram is included for daily reference. 
 

August 12 In Depth Review of RUS Construction Specifications 
So you think you know the RUS Construction Specifications? This webinar digs deeper into the specifications to provide 
information not readily apparent, but required for the construction of a reliable distribution line. Examples of items addressed are 
strength of materials, framing requirements, bolt and washer sizes, jumper requirements, grounding requirements, strip-ups, and 
dead-end hardware. The webinar is designed for inspectors, line foremen, staking technicians, and engineers. 
 

September 11 Understanding Conductor Sag and Movement 
Conductors are used on distribution lines to transport energy to the customer. The selection of the conductor will impact the 
design of the distribution line used to support the conductor. In fact, the conductor size and type drive the distribution line design. 
The focus of this training will be the mechanical properties of the conductors. These mechanical properties include design 
tensions, wire movements, sags, and reactions of loading stimuli such as ice and wind.  The requirements of the 2012 National 
Electric Safety Code will be used to define loading requirements and expected movement of the conductor. Sag and tension will 
be explained using stress/strain concepts of the metal. Calculations of ruling spans and resultant sags will be addressed. 
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2014 Webinars – continued 
 

October 7 Best Practices in Storm Hardening of Distribution Systems 
Extreme weather seems to be becoming the norm rather than the exception. Many electric utilities are working on storm hardening 
their distribution systems. Storm hardening is a cost effective investment in the structure strength to help reduce restoration time 
after an extreme weather event. This webinar addresses many of the best practices currently utilized for storm hardening. The 
methods address both ice storms and wind storms. 
 

November 4 Trouble Shooting Outages on Distribution Systems 
This webinar focuses on training for line personnel who are responsible for locating and clearing outages on distribution systems. The 
overcurrent protection schemes used on distribution systems will be reviewed for increased understanding of the methods employed 
for isolating faults. Techniques for locating hard to find outages are presented along with methods to locate nuisance outages. 
 

December 9 Stray Voltage Investigations:  Docks and Pools 
Stray voltage complaints to electric utilities often occur at bodies of water including boat docks and swimming pools. This webinar 
discusses methods of investigation, cause analysis, and options for corrective action. The concepts of stray currents are also 
presented. Common problems are presented along with possible solutions. 

 
About Hi-Line Engineering 
Hi-Line Engineering specializes in providing engineering consulting services to electric utilities. The firm is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of GDS Associates, Inc. 

Hi-Line’s mission is to provide quality energy delivery consulting services at rates conducive to the demands of the deregulated 
marketplace. We specialize in safe, reliable, and efficient planning, design, and contract administration. 

Our staff exhibits diverse experience in the planning, design, operation, and maintenance of electric distribution systems. We have 
designed hundreds of miles of distribution line in all types of terrain and loading conditions. Many of these projects included 
contract administration and right-of-way acquisition. Our planning services include experience in a variety of environments 
consisting of dense urban, resort beach, rural agricultural, and sparsely populated areas. Hi-Line has prepared planning studies 
for rural electric cooperatives, municipals, and military bases. 

About Webinar Instructors 
Kevin Mara, P.E., a Vice President of GDS Associates, and the Principal Engineer of Hi-Line Engineering, a GDS Company, has 
a BS in Electrical Engineering from Georgia Institute of Technology. He is a Registered Professional Engineer in 17 states. He is 
considered an expert in many facets of power distribution systems including system planning, system operation, power system 
modeling and analysis, and system design. He has 20 years of experience as a distribution engineer including six years as 
Distribution Engineer at Savannah Electric and Power. 

Kevin has extensive knowledge in power quality analysis, system reliability, loss analysis, territory, joint-use issues, as well as 
management and operation of electric utilities.  He has designed SPCC plans, broadband over powerline (BPL), street lighting 
systems, system valuations, and substations.  Kevin manages a team of engineers and analysts who together assess the 
valuation of electric distribution systems for privatization. His team has reviewed and reported on more than 50 systems located 
throughout the United States.  

 
Robert “Bob” Dew, P.E. has a BS degree in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University, and an MBA from Butler University in 
Indianapolis. Mr. Dew is a licensed professional engineer in 18 states. With over 34 years of electrical engineering experience, 
primarily with electric utilities in the Southeast and Midwestern United States, Mr. Dew has prepared over 200 work plans, long 
range plans, sectionalizing studies and electric utilization studies for cooperatives and other electric utilities from Alaska to Florida.  
Bob is an NESC expert and frequent expert witness in numerous electric accident cases. Bob has also served as an electrical 
territorial expert since 1980.  
 

Alex Martin, P.E. has a BS in Electrical Engineering from Clemson University.  Mr. Martin has six years of experience in the 
power engineering consulting industry working for GDS Associates, Inc. (Hi-Line Engineering Department).  He has been involved 
in various areas of engineering such as system sectionalizing, underground and overhead line design, substation design, and 
system planning.  He also has been actively involved in Electric Distribution System Privatization on several military bases, which 
included an evaluation of the overhead and underground electrical distribution system and the valuation of those assets.  Mr. 
Martin has experience working with several Electric Cooperatives on construction work plans, long range plans, underground 
distribution system designs, system overcurrent protection and sectionalizing, fault current calculations, system modeling, 
distributed generation analysis, and electric distribution system valuations.  Mr. Martin also has extensive knowledge in the area of 
arc-flash hazard analysis.  He has been involved in many arc-flash system assessments and he has helped teach training courses 
on arc-flash hazards and assessments.  He has also been actively involved in work on multiple publications for NRECA. 
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